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TIMETABLE - WEEK 1

STICK TIMETABLE HERE
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TIMETABLE - WEEK 2

STICK TIMETABLE HERE
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ACT ON SPAG

ACT ON 
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ANTI-BULLYING
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ATTENDANCE

HOW BEST TO LET US KNOW IF 
YOUR CHILD WILL BE ASBENT

•  By phone - use of our Attendance Lines: 
     01473 624855  Main School   Reception Team
     01473 618993       Sixth Form  Mrs C Smith
     01473 618997  Attendance Team Main School

•  By email:  
attendance@kesgrave.suffolk.sch.uk          Main School 
sixthformoffice@kesgrave.suffolk.sch.uk      Sixth Form

•  Please provide the following information:            
    Name of child:
    Form:
    Reason for absence (brief):
    Name of parent/carer:
    Date:

All absences should be reported to the school 
via any of the above means ideally by 9.00am.

TOP TIP – where possible if it is necessary to make a medical 
appointment for your child, doing so between the two 

registration sessions – 9.00 am and 1.55pm will improve your 
child’s attendance statistics.

GOOD ATTENDANCE increases the 
chances of achieving GOOD RESULTS.
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BEHAVIOUR FRAMEWORK
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BEHAVIOUR - SCHOOL STANDARDS

OTHER SCHOOL SYSTEMS TO BE 
AWARE OF

THE THREE B’S
1. BE POSITIVE
So what does this really mean? This means you come to school with a positive mindset, be keen to have a go 
and tackle the lessons with an optimistic, constructive approach. It’s about being open to new challenges and 
making the most of the learning opportunities that you are presented with.

2. BE RESPECTFUL
Be polite, warm and courteous at all times. This applies wherever you are, be it at school, in the community 
or at home. It applies to your dealings with every person in the school; peers and staff alike, as well as 
members of the public.

Remember when you are wearing your uniform you are representing KHS and what the school stands for. 
Many students cycle and walk to school so demonstrate responsibility and courtesy to all on the road and 
local footpaths. Be in the right place at the right time and be seen doing the right thing. Be kind to others.

Respect all property; your own, other people’s and the school’s. The school is open at break and lunchtime for 
students, unlike many school. This is a privilege, abuse it and lose it! You are only permitted to use your own 
form room. Let’s preserve what we have and look after our school, form room and school grounds.

Respect our dress code, it’s simple and smart for a reason.

Get to school and lesson on time. Being punctual is a skill for life and certainly no employer will allow you to 
rock up late, so don’t do it here.

3. BE YOUR BEST
This is about being the very best version of yourself that you can possibly be. Knowing that you have tried 
your best every day, every lesson, every week really will set you on the road to success. Be present and active 
in your learning; really be there, not passive. The bare minimum just won’t do. If you want to succeed in life 
it’s important to take chances, make mistakes with your learning, fail, pick yourself up and try again. The sky 
really is the limit.

The school reception is not a walk through. Prefects and School Councillors may use this area as a privilege. 
Only frequent this area if there on personal business or running errands for your teacher.

At break and lunchtime you may use the school fields, Canteen, The Gallery or your own form room only. 
You must stay on school site unless you have permission to do otherwise. It’s important that we know where 
you are and that you are safe.

BE POSITIVE, BE RESPECTFUL, BE YOUR BEST
It really is as simple as 1. 2. 3.
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CAREERS

Mrs Williamson is Head of Careers and Work Experience Co-ordinator at KHS. She is located 
in the Careers Library (downstairs, 6th form block) and is assisted by Mrs Hayes. Both staff 
members are there every day, including break and lunchtimes.  Mrs Williamson also provides 
one-to-one careers guidance and support. If you would like an appointment, speak to Mrs Wil-
liamson, Mrs Hayes, a Student Support Officer or your Head of Year and a time will be booked 
for you.

The Careers Library is open during school hours and is available to all, but to Years 9 – 13 in 
particular.  It is a multi-media research facility; containing printed materials, computer pro-
grammes and DVDs for a wide range of job families, and prospectuses for every University in 
the UK.

Careers education begins in earnest in Year 9 with a Careers Carousel which offers students 
sessions on using the Careers Library, accessing the software available and choosing subjects 
for GCSE.  All students in Year 10 undertake a 2 week work experience placement at the end 
of the summer term and sessions are run in PSHEE in preparation for this.  Year 11 students 
are supported with their applications to 6th form, college, apprenticeships or employment, and 
sessions on the University application process or job seeking are held for 6th formers.

Seating area and categorised careers information

The following websites have extremely useful information on careers:

•  www.icanbea.org.uk
•  www.thesource.me.uk
•  www.nationalcareers.service.gov.uk   •  www.startprofile.com 

• www.notgoingtouni.co.uk
• www.push.co.uk
• www.gov.uk/apply-apprenticeship
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CODE OF CONDUCT

FOR OFF-SITE ACTIVITIES
All pupils need to be familiar with the following:

•  Pupils are to follow the instructions of school staff and visit centre staff (if 
applicable) at all times.

•  Pupils are to observe and adhere to the codes of conduct at the places they 
visit.

•  All school rules/guidance will be applicable to off-site activities, including no 
smoking, no consumption of alcohol and no use of illegal substances.

•  In the event of an emergency, pupils are to inform the group leader immedi-
ately and follow any instructions and advice as given.

All parents or guardians need to be familiar with the following:

•  In the event of illness, or persistent misbehaviour, parent(s) or guardian(s) 
must be prepared to resume supervision of their child prior to the scheduled 
completion of the visit.  Any costs incurred in collecting a pupil will be the 
responsibility of the parent or guardian.
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CTL - EFFORT
CtL (4 tier scale) 

 

Excellent 
 
Excellent effort means being committed to getting the most out of all learning opportunities available. It is what we 
should aim for. A student making excellent effort... 

• Actively participates in the lesson and is fully engaged at all times; 
• Actively seeks feedback on how to improve the quality of their work; 
• Shows great resilience and perseveres with all types of challenges, even when difficult; 
• Manages their time and work efficiently and is highly disciplined; 
• Uses their initiative in a range of situations and doesn’t always have to be told what to do. 

 
Good 
 
Good effort means being a responsible and hardworking student who engages in the learning opportunities available 
to them. A student making Good effort... 

• Shows an interest in their learning and is attentive and focussed; 
• Responds well to feedback and targets; 
• Completes work to the expected standard; 
• Shows resilience and is willing to persevere when things are difficult; 
• Takes responsibility for their work and is well organised; 
• Willingly does all that is asked of them. 

 

Insufficient 
 
Insufficient effort means that a student is probably doing most of what they are supposed to do but is not pushing 
him or herself to make the most of the learning opportunities available. A student currently making insufficient 
effort... 

• Participates in lessons and is generally focussed and compliant, but can go off task; 
• Does not always try hard enough to improve their work after feedback; 
• Is usually organised but does the bare minimum that is asked of them and not much more; 
• Might make a good level of effort in some lessons but this is not consistent; 
• Is only able to take responsibility for their own learning or behaviour at times. 

 

Poor 
Poor effort means that a student needs to become a more responsible learner. A student is currently making poor 
effort... 

• Makes little or no effort to be involved in the lesson and may disrupt the learning of others; 
• Fails to act on feedback provided and as a result progress is limited; 
• Is not interested in being challenged and will give up without really trying; 
• Spends an inadequate amount of time on tasks and takes little pride in their work; 
• Takes little or no responsibility for their own learning or behaviour. 
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CTL - HOMEWORK

AtH (4 tier scale) 
 

Excellent 
 
Excellent attitude means being committed to getting the most out of all learning opportunities available. It is what 
we should aim for. A student with an excellent attitude towards homework... 

• Homework is fully completed on time; 
• Homework is above the expected standard for that student; 
• Actively seeks feedback on how to improve the quality of their work; 
• Shows great resilience and perseveres with all types of challenges, even when difficult. 

 
Good 
 
Good attitude means being a responsible and hardworking student who engages in the learning opportunities 
available to them. A student with a good attitude towards homework... 

• Homework is usually completed on time. 
• Homework is at the expected standard for that student; 
• Shows an interest in their learning; 
• Takes responsibility for their work and is well organised. 

 

Insufficient 
 
Insufficient attitude means that a student is probably doing most of what they are supposed to do but is not pushing 
him or herself to make the most of the learning opportunities available. A student with an insufficient attitude to 
homework... 

• Homework is below the expected standard for that student; 
• Does not always try hard enough to improve their work after feedback; 
• Might make a good level of effort in some pieces of work but this is not consistent; 

 

Poor 
Poor attitude means that a student needs to become a more responsible learner. A student that has a poor attitude 
to homework... 

• Homework is often late or missing; 
• Homework is below the expected standard for that student. 
• Fails to act on feedback provided and as a result progress is limited; 
• Spends an inadequate amount of time on tasks and takes little pride in their work. 
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EQUIPMENT FOR SCHOOL
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EXPECTATIONS - THE KHS 10
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FUNDAMENTAL BRITISH VALUES
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GROWTH MINDSET

Fixed Growth

Challenges

obstacles

effort

criticism

success of
others

VS

...Avoid 
challenges

...Give up easily

...See effort as 
fruitless or worse

...Ignore useful 
negative feedback

...Feel threatened 
by the success 

of others

Fixed Mind-Set
Intelligence is static

Growth Mind-Set
Intelligence can be developed

Leads to desire to look smart 
and therfore a tendancy to...

Leads to desire to learn and 
therefore a tendancy to...

...Embrace 
challenges

...Persist in the 
face of setbacks

...See effort as the
path to mastery

...Learn from 
criticism

...Find lessons and 
inspiration in the 
success of others

Growth 
mindset

As a 
result, they

may plateau early 
and achieve less than 

their full potential

As a 
result, they 

reach ever-higher 
levels of achievement

Fixed Growth
Gives a greater
  sence of free 
     will

             Gives a 
   determanistic 
      view of the 
               world

Kesgrave 
High School

Success through
Growth Mind-set
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KHS HighLights is a student publication released every half-term. The 
magazine is a chance for you to showcase both yours and the schools success 
and achievements both inside and outside of the school. If you would like 
to join the team and become a student journalists or photographers, No 
experience is necessary, and this is a great way to boost your writing skills and 
be part of a great team. We hold weekly meetings and writing workshops in 
partnership with StudentLife Magazine. We cover school success stories as well 
as student advise columns, how to guides, current affairs, sports and reviews 
of local places to visit. The Highlights team meet every week facilitated by Mr 
Barber and Miss Hunwicks. If you want to join the team and see your work 
published and printed please come and see either member of staff. 

Look out for each terms publication of HighLights.

KHS HIGHLIGHTS IS PROUD TO BRING NEWS OF OUR STUDENTS TO THE COMMUNITY

Issue 07 • Oct 2017

In association with

K
ES

G
RA

VE
HIGH SCHOOL

HighLights

MORE THAN

JUST A SCHOOL

HIGHLIGHTS
New School Year Edition

Featuring SixthformLife

PHOTOGRAPH BY SOPHIE TIBBLE • YEAR 7

KHS HIGHLIGHTS IS PROUD TO BRING NEWS OF OUR STUDENTS TO THE COMMUNITY

Issue 07 • Oct 2017

In association with

HIGHLIGHTS
New School Year Edition

Featuring SixthformLife

PHOTOGRAPH BY ABI WAGSTAFF  • YEAR 7

K
ES
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RA

VE
HIGH SCHOOL

HighLights

MORE THAN

JUST A SCHOOL

1 • Christmas Edition • Highlights Magazine

KHS HIGHLIGHTS IS PROUD TO BRING NEWS OF OUR STUDENTS TO THE COMMUNITY

In association with

Cover Photo by Sophie Wendon-Blixford Yr7

December Edition

HIGHLIGHTS

1 • Spring Edition • Highlights Magazine

KHS HIGHLIGHTS IS PROUD TO BRING NEWS OF OUR STUDENTS TO THE COMMUNITY

In association with
Cover Photo by Ella Wendon-Blixrud Yr7

HIGHLIGHTSIssue 09 • Spring 2018

Spring Edition 2018

HIGHLIGHTS MAGAZINE
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HOME / SCHOOL AGREEMENT

We believe that a ‘Home-School Agreement’ lays the necessary foundation 
between the parents/carers, students and teachers. It is the intention that we 
work together as a team to ensure the very best outcomes for our students.

Here at Kesgrave High School, parents/carers play a crucial role in the partner-
ship of learning.  The Home-School Agreement incorporates our Aims, Values, 
School’s Ethos and Communication with Parents/Carers sections contained 
within the School prospectus.  

These sections should be read in conjunction with the following statement.

1. The Parents/Carers
 I/We shall try to:
 •  see that my child goes to School regularly, on time, dressed   
    appropriately and properly equipped;
             •  let the School know about any concerns or problems that might affect  
    my child’s work or behaviour;
             •  support the School’s policies and guidelines for behaviour;
             •  support my child in homework and other opportunities for home    
     learning;
             •  attend parents’ evening and discussion about my child’s progress;
             •  get to know about my child’s life at the school.

2. The School will
             •  contact Parents/Carers if there is a problem with attendance,   
     punctuality, dress or equipment;
             •  let Parents/Carers know about any concerns or problems that affect  
     their child’s work or behaviour;
             •  send home regular assessments and annual Report of Achievement;
             •  set, mark and monitor homework;
             •  arrange Parents’ Evenings during which progress will be discussed;
 •  keep Parents/Carers informed about school activities through    
    ParentMail, letters & phone calls home, Highlights and notices about     
    special events.
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House mantra:
Five Houses: one community, one competition. Work together to win together

 House Values

Inter-House Competitions
All of the following contribute to the House Cup: Football, Dodgeball, Kinball, 
Capture the Flag, Rounders, Goalball, Lip Sync Battles, Mario Kart, Chess, The 

Chase, Weekly Quiz, Sports Day and House Point Trophy. 

HOUSE ACHIEVEMENTS

BADER 
Lip Sync Winner 19/20

The Chase Winner 19/20
Winner Sports Day 18/19
Winner Sports Day 17/18

HILLARY
House Points Winner 19/20

Quiz Winner 19/20
House Points Winner 18/19

Quiz Winner 18/19

KELLER 
The Chase Winner 19/20

World Book day Challenge Winner 16/17
Sports Day winner 14/15

NUFFIELD
House Football Winner 16/17

Capture the Flag Winner 16/17

ROYAL 
House Football Winner 19/20
House Kinball Winner 19/20
House Football Winner 17/18

Wandering Trophy Winner 16/17

HOUSE CUP WINNERS 
19/20 Bader 
18/19 Keller 
17/18 Hillary 
16/17 Hillary 

 Visit our website to find out more about the house system

Bader = Resilience                  Hillary = Bravery                 Keller = Diversity                 Nuffield = Ingenuity                  Royal = Responsibility

HOUSE SYSTEM
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KHS VALUES

MORE THAN JUST 
A SCHOOL

Be Positive. Be Respectful. Be Your Best.

GROWING

G ROWI N G

G R O W ING
GROWING

CULTURE, CHARACTER & CURRENCY
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MARKING POLICY

Assessed work will include:
1.  What Went Well / Strengths / Stars / etc
2.  Even Better If / Wish etc (this could be written in the form of a question to      
     elicit a response from the student) or use of the Yellow Box approach
3.  Student Response (To be recorded in Green)
4.  Any redrafted work must be completed inside the Yellow Box 
5.  A grade / assessment reflecting the quality of work with reference to their  
     target grade where applicable
6.  A CTL grade

Homework
•  Homework will be set when meaningful and relevant.  
•  Students must ensure all homework is recorded in the planner. 
•  In general homework should generally take 30 minutes at KS3 and 40          
    minutes at KS4 although this will obviously change for specific pieces of work      
    and is only a general guide. 
•  Homework will be marked (teacher/self/peer)

Yellow Box marking:
When we require students to make amendments or improvements to their 
work they will use the Yellow Box approach. 

The yellow box indicates the area you are to use to make 
your improvements to the work which has been assessed.

The size of the box will determine how many improvements need to be done.

These improvements maybe:

• To complete or improve the original task set
• To improve the level achieved to reach your target
• To an extension question to achieve better than your target
• To repeat a process or apply it to another situation
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MOBILE PHONES
ON SITE

OUT OF SIGHT!

Our rule is super simple .......

Make sure you;
• Turn your phone off before you come through the school gates.
• Keep your device in your locker or school bag (not your pocket!).
• Donʼt break the rule and that includes at break, lunch and the end of the school day.

CONSEQUENCE OF MISUSE?
• The device will be confiscated and placed in the school safe. 
• A same day, after school detention will be issued. 
• Parent/carers will be informed 
• Misdemeanour recorded on your Firefly account as a negative.
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ONLINE AGREEMENT
 

                                                                               
 

 

ONLINE SAFETY 
 

CLICK CLEVER, CLICK SAFE 
Student Online Safety acceptance form 

 
 
These guidelines will help keep everyone keep safe online and encourage positive 
behaviour both in and out of the KHS school community  
 
 

• I will not access any unauthorised websites whilst at school using the school 
equipment 

 
• I will keep my personal information and passwords safe  

 
• I will check my privacy settings regularly  

 
• I will only send and post messages / images / material which are polite, appropriate 

and friendly to others online 
 

• I always tell a trusted person if something online makes me or a friend feel unhappy 
or worried  

 
• I can visit www.thinkuknow.co.uk to learn more about keeping safe online  

 
• I know the school can see what I am doing online whilst using school equipment  

 
• I know that if I do not follow the rules then there will be a consequence  to my actions 

 
• I know the school has a mobile phone policy / online safety policy and I will agree to 

abide by these 
 

• I agree to engage in all aspects of online safety within my lessons 
 

• I understand that the school can and will follow up issues that happen outside of 
school online should these be raised as a concern in school 
 

• I know the school has a report button on the website for me to report any concerns I 

have             
 

• I have read and talked about these rules with my parents/carers  
 
 

 
‘BE KIND OR BE QUIET’ 
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PARENTS’ EVENING

Dates for all Parents’ 
Evenings can be found on 

the school website.

 ‘How to book your appointments’
1. You will need to be registered with ParentMail 
PMX. 

2. Download the free ParentMail APP to your phone 
or tablet.      

OR simply log in via www.parentmail.co.uk
if using your computer.                                                                                                            
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PRESENTATION OF WORK
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REWARDS
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SCHOOL DAY
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SCHOOL NURSE

STUDENT WELLBEING CLINIC
Open every Tuesday

12.55pm - 1.50pm
In the LEAF room, near the HEAD OF 

YEAR ROOM
Overseen and delivered by the 

School Nurse team.
The team are fully qualified to offer you confidential advice and 

support in the field of Relationship and Sex Education (RSE) including;

   –  General advice
   –  Counselling
   –  Relationships
   –  Lifestyle Choices
   –  Condoms
   –  Contraception
   –  Emergency contraception
   –  Pregnancy tests
   –  Chlamydia screening
   –  Referrals to GP or Trotman Court    
       (Sexual Health Clinic) where appropriate

No appointment necessary – just ‘Drop In’
or text: 07507 333356

For QUIT SMOKING support – See your Student Support Officer
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SEND - PUPIL PASSPORT

STICK HERE
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SEND - PUPIL PASSPORT

STICK HERE
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STUDENT WELLBEING
 

 

Wellbeing means more than just being happy, it means feeling able to cope with the 
challenges life can throw at us. If you are unhappy or facing a difficult situation, talk to 
someone you trust - this could be a parent/carer, friend, teacher/student support officer or 
even your GP for some professional support. You can also try some of the services below: 
 
 
Suffolk Wellbeing Service - Provide a range of support for people with common mental health 
and emotional issues.     0300 123 1503         www.wellbeingnands.co.uk 
 
4YP - Services that improve the social, emotional, and physical health and wellbeing of 12-25 
year olds.       01473 252607                 www.4yp.org.uk 
 
The Source - Information and advice for young people in Suffolk. 

     www.thesource.me.uk/wellbeing 
 
ChatHealth Texting Service - Confidentially ask for help about a range of issues, or make an 
appointment with a school nurse, by sending a text message.    07507 333356 
 
Suffolk Children & Young People's Emotional Wellbeing Hub 
Information, advice and support for children, young people, families and professionals. 
0345 600 2090 (Mon-Fri, 8am-7.30pm)       www.emotionalwellbeinggateway.org.uk 
 
Cruse Bereavement Care  0844 477 9400         www.crusebereavementcare.org.uk 
 
ChildLine - Support for (children & young people up to 19) (24-hour helpline)   0800 1111 
 
Suffolk LGBT+ has an additional group for Transgender and Non Binary called GenderXplored.  Monthly 
Friendship Groups Events and GenderXplored Support/Social Group. Free Confidential Counselling Services 
we provide a free counselling service to individuals who identify with a sexuality or gender outside the 
status quo.         www.suffolklgbtnetwork.org.uk 
 

The Five Steps to Well-Being 

There are 5 practical things we can all do to improve our happiness and mental well-being. These 
are recommended by a number or organisations including the NHS and Mind. They are really 
useful at times of stress but it is recommended that they become part of our daily lives. 
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Day in the 
world of work

Be Positive Be Respectful Be Your Best

Primary 
School

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Year 13

Develop a lifelong 
love of learning

Build a solid 
foundation
in education

Apply to
KHS

Attend Year 7 
transition day

Sit KS2 SATs

Meet the HOY 
and SSO

Getting to and 
from school

Transition task

Attend a year 
group social 
event

Christmas 
Kindness

Sports Day

Activities week (try 
something brave)

Write to 
Year 6

Be a 
confident 
learner

Join a club

Actively seek 
out rewards

Embrace 
school values

Lead part of a 
lesson or 
assembly

Become a 
school tour 
guide

Perform to an 
audience

Ensure 96% 
attendance or 
above

Take part in 
house activities

Experience 
formal 
assessments and 
develop your 
ability to revise

Options

Newspaper challenge

Activities week (try 
something brave)

Lead part of a 
lesson or 
assembly

Sports Day

Become a student 
receptionist

Reflect on future 
pathways

Seek out 
opportunities of 
kindness

Represent your 
house or school

Maintain: Be 
positive, Be 
respectful, Be 
your best 
ʻgrowth mindset

Sports Day

Activities week 
(try something 
brave)

GCSE 
pathways

Start Key 
Stage4, inc. 
GCSE courses

Seek out 
opportunities of 
kindness

Visit a 
university & 
our careers 
office

Sign up for 
Duke of 
Edinburgh 
bronze award

Acts of 
kindness 
in the 
community

Further 
consider 
your career 
pathway

Take part in 
extra-curricular 
activities

Sports Day

Seek out 
opportunities of 
kindness

Prefects & peer 
mentoring process

Sit English 
Literature exam

Work 
Experi-
ence

Become an 
outstanding key 
stage 4 student

Mock exams

Embed excellent study 
habits and get ahead 
with GCSE revision

Pupil portfolio

Interview 
techniques

Post 16 
Pathways

Prom

Research 
work-based 
learning, Sixth 
Form & College

Visit a 
University

Refine 
interview 
skills

Sign up for 
National Citizen 
Services

Complete 
personal 
profile

Learn 
relaxation 
skills

Attend an 
interview

Attend Sixth 
Form induction 
days

Complete 
induction & 
transition tasks

Sit GCSE 
examinations

Sit mock GCSEs 

Sign up for 
Duke of 
Edinburgh Silver 
award

Choose a future 
pathway

Develop your 
indepedent 
study skills & 
revision

Consider 
healthy lifestyle 
for examination 
success

GO TO 
UNIVERSITY
OR COLLEGE

START 
APPRENTICESHIP
OR EMPLOYMENT

Africa 
expedition

Adopt a 
teacher

Enrichment 
activity

Reflect on 
Learning 
Journey so far

Begin A Level 
or vocational 
courses

Apply to 
become an 
academic coach 
for Key Stage 4 
students

Rag Week

Visit 
Universities or 
alternative 
options

Become a 
Buddy 
ambassador 
for school

Complete 
an EPQ

Work 
Experience

Secure 
part-time 
work or 
volunteering

Consider 
Duke of 
Edinburgh 
Gold 
award

Write a 
personal 
statement/ 
produce 
professional 
portfolio

Apply for 
University 
summer 
schools

Mock 
exams

UCAS 
application

Earn sign 
out 
privileges

Complete 
an EPQ

Africa 
expedition

UCAS / 
Post 18 
routes

Refine and 
perfect 
study and 
revision 
habits

Sit A Levels or 
other 
examinations

Apply for 
summer 
internship or 
voluntary 
work

Confirm and 
accept 
future 
pathway 
offers

Read at least
25 books a year

Work-Based
Learning

Currency

Culture

Character

The 
Kesgrave
Journey

More Than 
Just a 
School...

Growing 

Nurture Group

Visit KidZania

Participate in a 
Student Panel or 
School Council

Summer Fete

Sports 
Leader

Become a 
reading 
ambassador

Apprenticeships

College

Training

Contribute to 
the 6th Form 
Committee

Invest in 
your own 
wellbeing

Write your 
own CV

Have a careers 
interview

Observe a 
mock 
interview
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Day in the 
world of work
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Become a 
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Visit a 
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interview
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Complete 
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expedition
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Enrichment 
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courses
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become an 
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students
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Visit 
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alternative 
options

Become a 
Buddy 
ambassador 
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Complete 
an EPQ

Work 
Experience
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Complete 
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other 
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Confirm and 
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Read at least
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wellbeing
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Observe a 
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interview
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TERM DATES

2020 - 2021
Autumn term  
Half term  
   

Spring term  
Half term  

Summer term  
Half term  
    

Autumn term  
Half term  
   

Spring term  
Half term  

Summer term  
Half term  
    

Thurs 3 Sept 2020 to Fri 18 Dec 2020
w/c Mon 26 Oct 2020)
Non-pupil Days: Tues1 and Wed 2 Sept 2020 &
Fri 23 Oct2020

Tues 5 Jan 2021 to Fri 26 Mar 2021
w/c Mon 15 Feb 2021
Non-pupil Days: Mon 4 Jan & Fri 19 Feb 2021

Mon 12 April 2021 to Tues 20 July 2021
w/c Mon 31 May 2021
Bank Holiday: Mon 3 May 2021

Thurs 2 Sept 2021 to Thurs 16 Dec 2021
w/c Mon 25 Oct 2021
Non-pupil Days: Wed 1 Sept, Fri 22 Oct &
Fri 17 Dec 2021

Wed 5 Jan 2022 to Fri 8 April 2022
w/c Mon 21 Feb 2022
Non-pupil Days: Tues 4 Jan and Fri 18 Feb 2022

Mon 25 April 2022 to Thurs 21 July 2022
w/c Mon 30 May 2022
Bank Holiday:  Mon 2 May 2022

2021 - 2022
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UNIFORM

The school colours are navy and light blue. Neatness in dress is desirable in school, 
actively helping with commitment and discipline, and adds to the standing and 

reputation of the school when pupils are making visits and journeys.

School wear can only be purchased from:
Coes of Ipswich - 20-28 Norwich Road, Ipswich  -  www.coes.co.uk

PMG Retail – 40 Westgate Street, Ipswich   -  www.pmgschoolwear.co.uk

WHAT IS EXPECTED
GIRLS

Dark blue trousers from Coes/PMG.
Plain navy round-necked sweatshirt with school crest from Coes/PMG.

OR Plain navy jumper with school crest from Coes/PMG.
OR Plain navy cardigan with school crest from Coes/PMG.

Light blue polo shirt with school crest from Coes/PMG.
Black socks – plain.

Black shoes (not trainers, boots or plimsolls) - WITH LOW HEELS.

BOYS
Dark grey school trousers from Coes/PMG.

Plain navy round-necked sweatshirt with school crest from Coes/PMG.
OR Plain navy jumper with school crest from Coes/PMG.

OR Plain navy cardigan with school crest from Coes/PMG.
Light blue polo shirt with school crest from Coes/PMG.

Black socks – plain.
Black shoes (not trainers, boots or plimsolls).

IMPORTANT NOTES
a) The navy blue trousers for girls are available from COES/PMG – no flares, cropped or tight fitting trousers are allowed.

b) The light blue polo shirt and navy sweatshirt with school crest are only available from COES/PMG.

c) Jeans, casual trousers, T-shirts, casual or high fashion wear are not acceptable or suitable in the context of school 
dress.

d) Footwear is often a contentious issue.  Trainers, plimsolls, canvas shoes and boots are all unacceptable wear.  Plain 
black, low heeled shoes should be worn for both boys and girls - not ‘trainer-style’ shoes – including VANS/CONVERSE.

e) Sweat shirts are not allowed for classroom wear – only those with the school crest!  We advise a good coat for outdoor 
wear.

f) Jewellery, watches excepted, and make-up must not be worn.  Painted, false and gelish nails are not acceptable. Pupils 
with pierced ears must wear only one pair of studs or small flat earrings – one earring per lobe. FACIAL STUDS (E.G 
NOSE STUDS, EYEBROW STUDS, LIP STUDS, TONGUE PIERCINGS AND EXPANDERS) ARE NOT ALLOWED. Clear 
retainers are permitted. 

g) Extreme hairstyles are not tolerated, including hair dye (red, blue, pink, etc), shaven, patterns or Mohicans.
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YOUNG CARERS
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Kesgrave High School, Kesgrave, Main Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk, IP5 2PB

Kesgrave High School
More than just a School

Tel: 01473 624855
Email: office@kesgrave.suffolk.sch.uk


